Thus Xk-k = X -kl > 0 for active slip systems.
The first requirement defines the yield criterion
where However, only the points ; = :1(o') which may be associated with a stress tensor have a physical meaning. Since nk. gk = 0, the resolved shear stresses Xk(O') and thus the vector X l() do not depend on the pressure p = -(11 + ff22 + 33)/3 hence only deviatodc stress tensors (i.e. such that p = 0) have to be considered.
Moreover, the linear mapping 71 from the 5 -dimensional space 0 of deviatodc stresses into (but not onto) the -space, is one-to-one for the case of common cubic crystals. The physically relevant pan 1 of the large surface '1 is thus the section of '1 by the 5 
Rule of the signs and normality rule
The "rule of the signs" xk .k = x lfor all k, (trivial when = 0 ), means exactly that the shear rate vector = (k)<__ lies within the cone of outer normals to the large surface '1 at 't =(xQ. Indeed, the latter condition is equivalent to say that" X*. < ;.' if ;* is on '1 or within it (5) Thus renders C. 6/a maximum among the vectors't* satisfying [ 
and the normality of to 1 is thus equivalent to the classical maximum work principle 11 i.e. to the normality of D to in -spacc.
Hence, the rule of the signs is actually stronger than the classical normality, since it is much more restrictive to assume that is normal to '1 than to 1 (unless the normal to 1 were assigned to be within I;1(,,0)" but this is not the case for the Schmid law). (9) and (1). Fig. 2 The classical (n--**) and regular yield surface in a 2-D e-space, in reduced shear stresses. SCHMID LAW 1125 Here again the normality in o-space follows immediately from (7) and the normality in :-space. For sufficiently large n, the regular yield criterion (8) is arbitrmily near of the classical one (4), moreover the yield surface g'n) is interior to g'l and tangent to it at the points ;0), with components 0) = kl X in the ;-space ( fig. 2) 
THE PROPOSED REGULAR FORM AND ITS PROPERTIES
Then, the direction of the shear rate vector follows analytically (eqn.
(9) wi .= 1). The multiplier .i s finally found from (1) . In the relaxed Taylor theory, *" D has only to be replaced by y 2,4. It is easy to show that the minimum work principle 11 also holds10, namely
2(') =('f*).'*=Max{ e*.' f(ln)(*') < 1 (13) However (12) 
Using the above argument with , ;, n) and fl in the place of D, ', f() and f, and substituting eqn. (13) But V(2()>2")( ")) from the uniqueness of -0. contradiction with (15) ].
This essential property of the proposed regular form is hence not true for the visco-plastic (VP) regularization used in [5] [6] [7] which also depends on an exponent n. Indeed, the comparison between the formulae in [5] [6] [7] and (9) gives" ((kn))vv = tx(D,n)[d ((kn))proposed (16) where the scaling factor 0 does not depend on the slip system k. As n--oo, Xk tends towards k for that systems which the classical form predicts to be active ( (k ") 0 ), for the viscoplastic regular form 7 as well as for the present one, since (n) --). Thus the limits of {n))vP and {n)) poposed are not proportional, which means that {n))vpdoes
